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About This Software
Craftmas is a virtual winter wonderland where anyone can create their own colorful 3D ornaments, decorate a tree, and take
pictures to share their festive world.
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I got to try Craftmas at a holiday party a few weeks ago and figured it would be a fun addition to our Vive collection. It is a fun
expeirnece watching your friends try and grasp the idea of 3d drawing. Unlinke Tilt Brush the drawing tool in Craftmas is based
on volumetrics, so it is like of like using a clay extruder if that makse any sense. It is a fun approach and getting to see someone
use it the first time is quite worth it. I saw everything from people drawing on the side of the art volume like some weird staind
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glass monstrosity to a guy attempt to make a christmas hat (that in the ealry stages looked way too much like a, well. I will leave
that to your imagination.) I didn't notice if there was a way to export my models, but it would be cool to be able to have the
system dump them as *.obj or *.stl so we could use our company 3d printer to actually make the ornamants. Overall it was
worth the few dollars and would reccamend to a friend with a Vive.. Nice to see a more creative game in a sea of experiences
and zombie shooters on Steam. Fun for showing your family VR during the holidays or goofing around with your friends. A
little low tech, but definitely worth the current discounted price.
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